
ONE OF THE GREEKSONE OF THE GREEKS



So heyy my name is Aggeliki ( not 
born on march 19th 2005 and im the youngest of the family …. I 
was born in katerini , were I still live till now, with the dream of 
leaving this city and maybe this country.  
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Family 

In my family ,as I already said , im
the most spoiled one : ) but most of the time its not my fault I 
mean .. I have two older brothers 
maths at one of the unis in Thessaloniki , and the other one is 
Vaggelis , whos 26 and have already finished his 
the military . My mum is Maria and the military . My mum is Maria and 
is Thanasis 50 years old . So basically we are a family of 5 very 
sarcastic members ….
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Hobbies

My friends say that im very lazy but its not the truth obviously 
… One of the things that makes me less lazy are books , I mean 
name one person that doesn’t like books ( do not I know many 
of them) but anyways books is my addiction .  And then it’s  the 
most basic hobby volley … I mean its something that I really 
enjoy doing whenever I have free schedule .
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We could say that food is one of my hobbies too , rather than a 
survival need , I love trying new tastes especially the spicy ones 
and my favorite food is rice with spicy chicken wigs 
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My taste in music is a bit of weird I don’t like any Greek songs 
such as trap , rap or Greek pop but I love the old ones from the 
80s and 90s . I also like going out with my friends once a week 
when and if I have free time and that’s because 
last 2 years of my school life which means I have to study really 
hard if I want to pass in the finals . 
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Thank you very much if you stayed till the end of this self 
presentation…..I look forward too meet all the people of this 
program and that’s the end …..
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